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Abstract—This paper presents an advanced control strategy for the rotor and grid side converters of the doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) based wind turbine (WT) to enhance the low-voltage ride-through (LVRT) capability according to the grid connection requirement. Within the new control strategy, the rotor side controller can convert the unbalanced power into the kinetic energy of the WT by increasing its rotor speed, when a low voltage due to a grid fault occurs, e.g., the point of common coupling (PCC). The proposed grid side control scheme introduces a compensation term reflecting the instantaneous DC-link current of the rotor side converter in order to smooth the DC-link voltage fluctuations during the grid fault. A major difference from other methods is that the proposed control strategy can absorb the additional kinetic energy during the fault conditions, and significantly reduce the oscillations in the stator and rotor currents and the DC bus voltage. The effectiveness of the proposed control strategy has been demonstrated through various simulation cases. Compared with conventional crowbar protection, the proposed control method can not only improve the LVRT capability of the DFIG WT, but also help maintaining continuous active and reactive power control of the DFIG during the grid faults.

Index Terms—Doubly fed induction generator (DFIG), low voltage ride through, power system fault, wind turbine.

I. INTRODUCTION

DOUBLY fed induction generator (DFIG) is a popular wind turbine (WT) system due to its high energy efficiency, reduced mechanical stress on the WT, and relatively low power rating of the connected power electronics converter of low costs. With increasing penetration level of WTs into the grid, the wind power grid connection codes in most countries require that WTs should remain connected to the grid to maintain the reliability during and after a short-term fault [1]. The ability of WT to stay connected to the grid during voltage dips is termed as the low-voltage ride-through (LVRT) capability.

In order to fulfill the LVRT requirement for DFIG WTs, there are two major issues to be addressed properly under a fault condition. The first one is the over-current that can occur in rotor and stator circuits, while the second one is the DC-link over-voltage. Both can be attributed to the excessive energy that cannot be transmitted into the grid during the faults. As the power electronics converters in the DFIG system have relative lower power rating compared with the WT with fully rated converters, the LVRT capability of the DFIG WT is of special interest with respect to the stability issue of such system. Quite a few studies have been carried out to improve the LVRT capability of the DFIG WT [3]–[19].

Among the available control strategies, the crowbar protection is the mostly used. During the faults, the rotor side converter will be blocked, and the crowbar circuit, installed across the rotor terminals, will be triggered to damp the over-current in the rotor circuit. Consequently, the generator operates as a conventional induction machine, which absorbs reactive power from the faulted grid [2]. The chopper circuit, with a resistor across the DC bus, is usually used along with the crowbar to smooth the DC-link voltage by dissipating the excessive power over the DC bus [3], [4].

Based on the conventional crowbar protection, some improved crowbar solutions have been proposed to enhance the LVRT performance of the DFIG WT [5]–[10]. Although the crowbar circuits are able to protect the machine and the converter during the faults, the controllability of the rotor converter with respect to the active and reactive power of the DFIG is temporarily lost. Moreover, the usage of crowbar and chopper actually installs extra hardware in the DFIG that can increase the costs and decrease the system reliability.

Considering these drawbacks, some researchers have proposed new solutions for reducing the inrush currents in the rotor as well as the DC-link over-voltage during the faults, by means of designing more advanced control strategies for the rotor and grid side converters [11]–[19]. However, some of these algorithms are too complicated to implement in industrial applications and depend strongly on the proper design of the control parameters or the estimation of certain parameters, which may have adverse effects on its robustness.

This paper presents an innovative control strategy for both the rotor and grid side converters to enhance the LVRT capacity of the DFIG WT, without the need of additional current and
Voltage protections. The key idea is to increase the generator rotor speed through proper control of the rotor side converter during a grid voltage dip. Different from conventional methods, the proposed control strategy is based on a simple concept to transform the unbalanced energy into the kinetic one, rather than being dissipated otherwise. For the grid side control scheme, a compensation item, which reflects the variation of the DC-link current of the rotor side converter, is added during the fault to smooth the fluctuations of the DC-link voltage. Compared with the LVRT solution in [19], the proposed control strategy for the grid side controller can effectively reduce the extremely high transient when the stator voltage dips to zero during faults. Simulation studies using Matlab/Simulink have been conducted on a 1.5-MW DFIG WT to validate the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy.

II. MODELING OF THE DFIG WIND TURBINE

The schematic diagram of a grid-connected DFIG WT system is shown in Fig. 1. The DFIG WT system, including the wind turbine, the drive train, the induction generator, the back-to-back PWM converters, and the control system, is connected to the grid through a transformer. The control system consists of two control levels including the WT control and the DFIG control. The WT level controls the output mechanical power of the wind turbine through the pitch angle and generates the reference value for the rotor speed of the DFIG based on the measured wind speed and optimum power-speed characteristic curve. A two-stage control strategy is used to implement the power optimization strategy below the rated wind speed, and the power limitation strategy above the rated wind speed [20]. The DFIG control level, including the rotor and grid side controllers, is to control the active and reactive power of the DFIG using the vector control technique. In Sections II–A–II–C, a detailed dynamic model of the DFIG WT will be presented.

A. Generator

The voltage equations of the stator and rotor circuits of the induction generator can be given in a d–q reference frame rotating at the synchronous speed [21, 22]

\[
\begin{align*}
\Psi_s &= R_s i_s + \omega_s \psi_{fR_s} + \frac{1}{\omega_s} \frac{d\psi_{fR_s}}{dt} \\
\Psi_f &= R_f i_f + \omega_f \psi_{fR_f} + \frac{1}{\omega_f} \frac{d\psi_{fR_f}}{dt} \\
\psi_{fR} &= R_f i_{fR} + (\omega_s - \omega_f) \psi_{fQ} + \frac{1}{\omega_s} \frac{d\psi_{fQ}}{dt} \\
\psi_{fQ} &= R_f i_{fQ} + (\omega_s - \omega_f) \psi_{fR} + \frac{1}{\omega_s} \frac{d\psi_{fR}}{dt}
\end{align*}
\]  

where \( i_s = i_{ds} + j i_{qs} \) and \( i_f = i_{dR} + j i_{QR} \) are the stator and rotor current vectors, respectively; \( u_s = u_{ds} + j u_{qs} \) and \( u_r = u_{dR} + j u_{QR} \) are the stator and rotor voltage vectors, respectively; \( \Psi_s = \psi_{ds} + \psi_{qs} \) and \( \Psi_r = \psi_{dR} + j \psi_{QR} \) are the stator and rotor flux vectors, respectively; \( \omega_s, \omega_f, \) and \( \omega_r \) are the base, stator, and rotor angular frequencies, respectively. The system model is written in the p.u. system with the time, \( t \), in seconds.

B. Drive Train

When studying the dynamic stability of the DFIG WT, the two-mass model of the drive train is important due to the wind turbine shaft is relatively softer than the typical steam turbine shaft in conventional power plants [2]. The equations which represent the two-mass model of the drive train are expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d\omega_r}{dt} &= \frac{1}{2H_t} (T_m - T_{sh}) \quad (4) \\
\frac{d\theta_t}{dt} &= \frac{1}{J_t} (T_r - T_e - D_s \omega_t) \quad (2) \\
\frac{d\omega_t}{dt} &= \frac{1}{J_t} (T_r - T_e - D_s \omega_t) \quad (3)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \omega_t \) is the wind turbine speed. \( H_t, H_g \) and \( I_t \) [SI unit (s)] are the generator and turbine inertia constants, respectively. \( B \) is the friction coefficient of the generator. \( \theta_t \) is the shaft twist angle, which is in radian (rad.). The electromagnetic torque \( T_r \), the shaft torque \( T_{sh} \), and the mechanical torque \( T_m \), which is the torque input of the wind turbine, are

\[
\begin{align*}
T_r &= L_m (i_{fR} \psi_{fR} - i_{fQ} \psi_{fQ}) \quad (5) \\
T_{sh} &= K_{sh} \theta_t + D_s \omega_t (\omega_t - \omega_r) \quad (6) \\
T_m &= \frac{0.5 \rho \pi R^2 C_p (\lambda / \beta) V_w^3}{\omega_t} \quad (7)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \rho \) is the air density, \( R \) is the turbine radius, \( \beta \) is the pitch angle, \( V_w \) is the wind speed, \( C_p \) is the power coefficient, and

\[
C_p = 0.22 \left( \frac{116}{\lambda_i} - 0.4 \beta - 5 \right) e^{-12.5 / \lambda_i} \quad (8)
\]

\[
\lambda_i = \frac{1}{(\lambda + 0.05 \beta)} \quad (9)
\]

where \( \lambda = \omega_t R / V_w \) is the blade tip speed ratio. \( C_p(\lambda, \beta) \) has a maximum value \( C_p^{\max} \) for the optimal tip speed ratio \( \lambda_{opt} \) and optimized pitch angle \( \beta_{opt} \). The wind turbine control is achieved by driving the generator/turbine speed along the optimum power-speed characteristic curve, illustrated in Fig. 2 [20], which corresponds to the maximum energy capture from the wind. In this curve, when the wind speed is larger than the cut-in wind speed \( V_w^{\text{min}} \) and less than the lower limit \( V_w^{\text{min}} \) (zone A–B), the generator rotor speed reference for the rotor side controller \( \omega_{ref} \) is set as the minimal value \( \omega_r^{\text{min}} \). When the wind speed is between the lower limit and the rated value \( V_w^{\text{rated}} \) (zone B–C), the DFIG is operated in the variable speed mode, where \( \beta \) is kept constant to \( \beta_{opt} \) (usually \( \beta_{opt} = 0 \)), while


$\lambda$ is tuned to $\lambda_{opt}$ over different wind speeds by adapting the generator speed to $\omega_{ref}$, which can be obtained by substituting $\lambda = \omega_s R_s / V_s$ into (7), expressed by [23]

$$\omega_{ref} = \sqrt{\frac{T_{in}}{K_{opt}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $K_{opt} = \rho \pi R_s^2 C_{p}^{\max} / 2 \lambda_{opt}^3$ is the optimal constant of wind turbine. Therefore, $C_p$ can be maintained at $C_{p}^{\max}$ and the maximal power is achieved by tracking $\omega_{ref}$ in (10). When the wind speed is higher than the rated value (zone C-D), $\omega_{ref}$ is set as the rated value of the generator speed $\omega_{p}^{\text{rated}}$, the over rated turbine power production will be restrained by the pitch control, which can therefore limit the over-speed of the generator.

\section*{C. Pitch Control}

The pitch angle of the blade is controlled to optimize the power extraction of the WT as well as to prevent over rated power production in high wind. The pitch servo is modeled as

$$\frac{d \beta}{dt} = \frac{1}{T_{\beta}} (\beta_{\text{ref}} - \beta).$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

The pitch control scheme is shown in Fig. 3 [2]. When the generator speed exceeds $\omega_{p}^{\text{rated}}$, the pitch control is active and the pitch angle is tuned so that the turbine power can be restricted to its rated value.

\section*{III. PROPOSED LOW-VOLTAGE RIDE-THROUGH STRATEGY}

\section*{A. Overview of the Proposed Control Strategy}

When the power grid is subject to, e.g., a short-circuit fault, the bus voltage at the PCC drops, and therefore introducing undesirable transients in the stator and rotor currents. The low voltage also prevents the full transmission of generated active power from the WT, leading to significantly increased fluctuations of the currents and voltages in the DFIG system. In order to protect the power electronics devices that are sensitive to over-currents and over-voltages, the purpose of introducing the LVRT strategy is to ensure the DFIG can stay connected to the faulted grid by effectively limiting the stator and rotor circuit currents as well as the DC-link voltage.

The conventional crowbar control realizes the LVRT protection by blocking the rotor side converter circuit and introducing additional rotor winding resistances that actually dissipate the produced energy. In contrast, the proposed control strategy can transform the additional output power into the WT kinetic energy by temporarily increasing the generator rotor speed during the grid faults, thus effectively limiting the oscillations in the currents. If the rotor speed increases above the rated value, the pitch control will be triggered to decrease the power extraction from the wind. This can restrict the over-speed of the rotor and therefore limit the excessive mechanical stress applied to the turbine system. Moreover, a compensation item, which reflects the variation of the DC-link current of the rotor side converter, is added to the grid side control scheme during the fault so as to smooth the fluctuation of the DC-link voltage.

The proposed control strategy makes full use of existing resources within the DFIG WT system to realize the LVRT without the need of additional components like the crowbar. It can effectively protect the power electronics devices against current and voltage fluctuations during grid faults to ensure the LVRT of the DFIG. Several advantages can be achieved by using the new control strategy. From the energy perspective, the new control strategy can absorb the additional output power during the faults that will be otherwise dissipated in the crowbar based control. Notably, the increased kinetic energy of the WT can be released into the grid slowly after the fault clearance. From the control perspective, the new control strategy can ensure the back-to-back converters well connected to the DFIG as well as the grid without loss of the controllability during the faults. This potentially can enable both active and reactive supports to the faulted grids from WT which is difficult for the crowbar based control. The detailed control scheme will be illustrated in Sections III-B and III-C, and the simulation validation will be given in Section IV.

\section*{B. Control of Rotor Side Converter (RSC)}

In normal operation, the control scheme of the RSC is illustrated in Fig. 4. In order to decouple the electromagnetic torque and the rotor excitation current, the induction generator is controlled in the stator-flux oriented reference frame, which is a synchronously rotating reference frame, with its $d$-axis oriented along the stator-flux vector position (in this paper, the stator-flux vector is calculated using $\hat{u}_a$) [23]. The typical proportional-integral (PI) controllers are used for regulation in the rotor speed and reactive power (outer) control loops as well as the rotor current (inner) control loops. The values of $\omega_{ref}$ generated by the wind turbine control level, at different operation conditions have been defined in Section II.

When a short-term low-voltage fault occurs, the incoming power from the wind and the power flowing into the grid are
imbalanced instantaneously, resulting in the transient excessive currents in the rotor and stator circuits. Therefore from the energy balance point of view, the key point of suppressing the over-currents in the rotor and stator circuits is to reduce the imbalanced energy flowing through the DFIG WT system.

When at least one of the monitored parameters, including the rotor current, stator current, DC-link voltage, and grid voltage, exceeds its respective protective setting due to the grid fault, the proposed LVRT control strategy will be triggered. With this control strategy, the rotor side controller will increase the generator rotor speed by reducing the generator torque to zero during the fault, in order to absorb and convert the incoming energy from the wind into the kinetic energy in the WT inertia. The increased kinetic energy can be transformed and released into the grid after the fault clearance. The control scheme of the RSC against grid faults is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The parameters of the PI controllers are tuned using the pole placement methodology [24] in order to ensure the rising times of the inner and outer control loops are less than 10 ms and 50 ms, respectively; and the maximum deviations of the inner and outer control loops are both less than 20%.

The new control strategy will not cause excessive mechanical stress to the WT system. When the DFIG WT is operating at or close to the rated speed, the acceleration due to the proposed control scheme during the fault may accelerate the wind turbine speed above its rated value. This can increase the thrust and centrifugal forces, applied to the rotor construction that may endanger the wind turbine mechanical system [2]. However, the over-speed of the WT can be effectively restrained by the pitch control, which will be activated immediately when the rotor speed becomes higher than the rated value. Moreover, the duration of the over-speed is short, due to the short duration and rare occurrence of grid faults. According to the expressions of the thrust and centrifugal forces in [2], the negative impacts due to the proposed control strategy can be little to the safe operation of WTs. This analysis will be verified by the simulation results in Section IV.

C. Control of Grid Side Converter (GSC)

Fig. 6 shows the control scheme of the GSC in normal operation, where \( u_{ds} \) and \( u_{qs} \) are the grid-side converter voltage vector and the grid-side inductor current vector, respectively. In order to obtain the independent control of active and reactive power flowing between the grid and the GSC, the converter control operates in the grid-voltage oriented reference frame, which is a synchronously rotating reference frame, with its \( d \)-axis oriented along the grid-voltage vector position [23]. Similarly, the typical PI controllers are used for regulation in the DC-link voltage (outer) control loop and the grid side inductor current (inner) control loops.

The equation which describes the dynamic behavior of the DC-link capacitor can be expressed as

\[
C_{dc} \frac{dU_{dc}}{dt} = i_{cs} - i_{cr}
\]

(12)

where \( i_{cs} \) and \( i_{cr} \) are the DC-link currents of the grid and rotor side converters, respectively. Neglecting the losses in the inductor resistances and power electronics converters, we have

\[
i_{cs} = \sqrt{3} n \frac{k_{IL}}{\sqrt{2}}
\]

\[
i_{cr} = \frac{P_r}{U_{dc}}
\]

(13)

where \( P_r \) is the magnitude of the active power of the generator rotor.

In normal operation, when the power flowing through the grid and rotor side converters is balanced, \( i_{cs} \) is equal to \( i_{cr} \), so the DC-link voltage is constant. When the grid voltage dips, \( i_{cs} \) may not be equal to \( i_{cr} \) due to the instantaneous unbalanced power flow between the grid and rotor side converters, and therefore the DC-link voltage may fluctuate. In [19] in order to reduce the fluctuation of the DC-link voltage, the item \( (P_r/\sqrt{3}n) \) reflecting the instantaneous variation of the output power of the rotor side controller is directly set as the reference of the \( i_{cr} \) during the grid fault. However, the stator voltage \( u_{ds} \) may reduce to zero during the grid fault. This will introduce an extremely high transient value of \( i_{cr} \).

In this paper, when the rotor current, stator current, DC-link voltage, or grid voltage exceeds its respective relay setting due
to the grid voltage dip, the term \( \frac{P_f}{U_{dc}} \) describing \( i_{or} \) is represented as a disturbance to compensate the instantaneous rotor power in the control scheme. In such a way, the \( i_{dl} \) can be regulated smoothly during a grid fault. The detailed control scheme of the GSC during the grid fault is shown in Fig. 7.

Similarly, the pole placement methodology is applied to design the PI controller parameters of the grid side controller so as to obtain the same rising time and maximum deviation as the rotor side controller.

IV. ANALYSIS OF LOW-VOLTAGE RIDE-THROUGH STRATEGIES

The DFIG WT under study is connected to the grid transmission level via a radial link as shown in Fig. 8. In order to evaluate the proposed control strategy, the complete DFIG WT system model has been developed and simulated in Matlab/Simulink environment. The components of the simulation model are built with standard electrical component blocks from the SimPowerSystems block in Matlab/Simulink library. The parameters of the studied DFIG WT, which are mostly based on existing information from industries and literatures, are listed in the Appendix.

Three different control strategies of LVRT on the performance of the studied DFIG WT during different symmetrical three-phase short-circuit faults are investigated to study their effects, including

- **Strategy A**: The conventional protective system equipped with crowbar and DC-link chopper.
- **Strategy B**: The proposed control strategy of RSC only.
- **Strategy C**: The proposed control strategy of RSC and GSC.

The DFIG WT with the crowbar and DC chopper protection circuits of the strategy A is shown in Fig. 9. The crowbar circuit includes the controllable switches and resistors. The crowbar resistors are all chosen as \( 0.5R_q \). The DC chopper resistor is selected as 0.5 p.u. The protection thresholds of rotor and stator currents are both set to 1.5 p.u. The detailed scheme of the crowbar protection is described in [2].

A. Comparing the LVRT Behaviors With Strategy B and C

At time \( t = 4 \text{s} \), a three-phase short-circuit fault with a duration of 100 ms occurs in the transmission power grid and the PCC voltage drops to about 0.2 p.u. The simulated transient behaviors of the studied DFIG WT operating at the wind speed of 13 m/s and installed with the control strategy B and C are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 shows that with the strategy B, the fluctuation of the DC-link voltage is not damped sufficiently. As the rotor current control might be affected by the DC-link voltage fluctuation, the transient performances of active power and rotor current controlled by the strategy B are worse than with the strategy C. Due to the additional grid side control scheme in the strategy C, the fluctuation of DC-link voltage has been effectively reduced and the LVRT behavior of the DFIG WT is better than with the strategy B. This is because when the wind speed is
13 m/s, which is higher than the rated wind speed, the DFIG WT will be operating at the rated rotor speed accordingly. The over-speed of the WT caused by the proposed control strategy of the RSC can be effectively restrained by the pitch control. This will limit the transformation of the electric energy into the kinetic one. So when the pitch control is triggered, introducing the compensation term $P_r / U_{dc}$ in the grid side controller can help reducing the over-voltage on the DC bus. Hence the necessity of including the GSC in the proposed control strategy has been justified in order to achieve a better LVRT performance of the DC-link voltage during the grid faults.

B. LVRT Behaviors at Low Wind Speed

In the following analyses, in order to meet the ride-through requirement of a widely referred grid code [25], two typical three-phase short-circuit faults are imposed on the transmission power grid at $t = 4$ s, the PCC voltage drop to 0 for 150 ms and to 15% of its nominal value for 625 ms, respectively. The LVRT capability of the proposed control strategy C is simulated and compared with the performance of the conventional crowbar protection based the strategy A.

The LVRT behaviors of the studied DFIG WT operating at wind speed of 8 m/s, when the voltage at the PCC drops to 0 for 150 ms are shown in Fig. 11. During the fault, the acceleration of the generator rotor speed with the control strategy C is faster than the cases with the strategy A. The active acceleration of the rotor speed in the strategy C can transform the additional energy into the kinetic one; therefore, the fluctuations of the active power, reactive power, stator and rotor current, and DC-link voltage are significantly reduced than the case of the crowbar based strategy A. For example, the rotor current in the case with the strategy A shoots up to 2.2 p.u. at the instant of the grid fault, while the proposed control strategy C can suppress the rotor current no more than 0.96 p.u., which is below the activation threshold of the crowbar. Therefore, the proposed control strategy can enable the WT to ride through this fault even without triggering the crowbar protection. It is also observed that after the fault clearance, the rotor speed decreases back to the reference value and the oscillations are well damped under the proposed control strategy C.

Fig. 12 shows the LVRT behaviors of the studied DFIG WT operating at wind speed of 8 m/s, when the voltage at the PCC drops to 15% for 625 ms. This illustrates that with the proposed control strategy C, the DFIG WT can remain connected to the grid during a longer duration of fault without triggering the crowbar protection and the LVRT behaviors of the active power, reactive power, stator and rotor current, and DC-link voltage are better than the case with the strategy A.

C. LVRT Behaviors at High Wind Speed

Fig. 13 presents the LVRT behaviors of the studied DFIG WT operating at wind speed of 13 m/s with the conventional crowbar control based strategy A and with the new control strategy C, when the voltage at the PCC drops to 0 for 150 ms.

When the DFIG WT is operating at the wind speed of 13 m/s, which is higher than the rated wind speed, the DFIG WT is operating at the rated rotor speed. The acceleration of the rotor
Fig. 12. Simulated transient responses of the studied DFIG WT at wind speed of 8 m/s with the control strategies A (crowbar) and C (the newly proposed LVRT strategy), when the voltage at the PCC drops to 15% of its nominal value for 625 ms. (a) Voltage at the DFIG terminal. (b) Generator rotor speed. (c) Active power to the grid. (d) Reactive power to the grid. (e) Magnitude of the stator current. (f) Magnitude of the rotor current. (g) DC-link voltage.

Fig. 13. Simulated transient responses of the studied DFIG WT at wind speed of 13 m/s with the control strategies A (crowbar) and C (the newly proposed LVRT strategy), when the voltage at the PCC drops to 0 for 150 ms. (a) Active power to the grid. (b) Reactive power to the grid. (c) Magnitude of the stator current. (d) Magnitude of the rotor current. (e) DC-link voltage. (f) Generator rotor speed. (g) Pitch angle. (h) Shaft torque.
speed due to the proposed control scheme during the fault will make the rotor speed above its rated value, which will trigger the pitch control immediately. This can limit the transformation of the electric energy into the kinetic one. Therefore in Fig. 13(e), (f), and (h), the differences of the DC-link voltage, the rotor speed, and shaft torque during the fault between the strategies A and C are smaller than the case when the DFIG WT operating at low wind speed. However, the transient behaviors of the active and reactive power, stator and rotor current, and pitch angle in the case of the proposed control strategy C are still observed better than with the conventional crowbar protection. Especially, the proposed control strategy can suppress the transient stator and rotor currents lower than the crowbar threshold; thus, the DFIG can maintain uninterrupted control of active and reactive power, potentially enabling the grid supporting services during the fault.

Fig. 14 shows the LVRT behaviors of the studied DFIG WT operating at wind speed of 13 m/s, when the voltage at the PCC drops to 15% for 625 ms. This illustrates that with the proposed control strategy C, the DFIG WT operating at high wind speed can remain connected to the grid during a longer duration of fault without triggering the crowbar protection and has better LVRT behaviors of the active power, reactive power, stator and rotor current, DC-link voltage, pitch control, and shaft torque than the case with conventional crowbar protection.

In Figs. 13(f) and 14(f), the rotor speed slightly exceeds the rated value. However, the maximum over-speed is only 2.72% and the period of the whole violation is 230 ms when the voltage at the PCC drops to 0 for 150 ms; the maximum over-speed is only 6.06% and the period of the whole violation is 1.5 s when the voltage at the PCC drops to 15% of its nominal value for 625 ms. The corresponding increase of the thrust and centrifugal forces due to the over-speed is little according to their expressions [2], and the over-speed duration is short, indicating a very little impact on the wind turbine construction, which verifies the analysis in Section III.

V. CONCLUSIONS

High penetration of WTs imposes a significant challenge to the safe operation of power systems. To ensure the security of electricity supply with substantial wind power, the WTs must ride through and even contribute to supporting the grid operation under the fault conditions.

This paper proposes a new and efficient control strategy for both the rotor and grid side converters to improve the LVRT capability of the DFIG WT. The new control strategy enables the DFIG to continue the electricity production, and absorb the excessive energy by increasing the generator rotor speed temporarily when a fault occurs at, e.g., the PCC. The new strategy also introduces a compensation item to the grid side controller in order to suppress the DC-link over-voltage during the faults.

The simulation results show that the proposed control strategy is able to effectively suppress the transients in the rotor circuit current and the DC-link voltage. Compared with the conventional crowbar protection, the DFIG WT installed with the proposed control strategy gives a better transient behavior in event of short-term grid voltage dip. By using the new control strategy,
little impact will be resulted to the WT mechanical construction and the occurrence of the crowbar interruption can also be minimized.

APPENDIX

The parameters of the studied DFIG WT are as follows:

Wind turbine: cut-in wind speed: 4 m/s; lower limit of the wind speed: $V_{min} = 7 \, \text{m/s}$; rated wind speed: 12 m/s; inertia constant: $H_g = 3 \, \text{s}$; damping coefficient: $D_{sb} = 0.01 \, \text{p.u.} $; shaft stiffness coefficient: $K_{sb} = 0.5 \, \text{p.u.} $; time constant of the pitch servo: $T_{sp} = 0.25 \, \text{s}$.

DFIG: rated power: 1.5 MW; rated voltage: 575 V; rated current: 1505 A; rated rotor speed: $\omega_{r, rated} = 1.1 \, \text{p.u.} $ (with the synchronous speed as the base value); inertia constant: $H_{sr} = 0.5 \, \text{s}$; friction coefficient: $B = 0.01 \, \text{p.u.} $; stator resistance: $R_s = 0.0076 \, \text{p.u.} $; rotor resistance: $R_r = 0.0095 \, \text{p.u.} $; stator leakage inductance: $L_k = 0.171 \, \text{p.u.} $; rotor leakage inductance: $L_r = 0.156 \, \text{p.u.} $; mutual inductance: $L_m = 3.5 \, \text{p.u.} $.

Converters: resistance of grid side inductor: $R_L = 0.003 \, \text{p.u.} $; inductance of grid side inductor: $L = 0.3 \, \text{p.u.} $; DC-link capacitor: $C_{dc} = 0.06 \, \text{F}$.
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